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Supreme Court on Thursday asked the Centre as to why it was not repealing the provision used by the British to ?silence? people like Mahatma Gandhi to suppress freedom movement Agreeing to
examine the ...
Why you aren't repealing British era sedition law used against Gandhi, SC asks Centre
Is it still necessary?' Supreme Court questions Centre on sedition law, calls it colonial - They described the British era law as 'colonial' and added that they didn't think it was still necessary for ...
'Is it still necessary?' Supreme Court questions Centre on sedition law, calls it colonial
The apex court expressed concern over the misuse of this colonial-era law and said it was used by the British to silence Mahatma Gandhi, Bal Gangadhar Tilak.
Is it still necessary after 75 years of Independence?: SC asks Centre on sedition law
The government has repealed a number of laws now. I don't know why you are not looking into this, CJI Ramana said.
'Used by British to silence Mahatma Gandhi, is it still needed?': SC on sedition law
It is a colonial law used by the British to silence Mahatma Gandhi, Tilak. Still, is it necessary after 75 years of independence, questioned the Supreme Court on Sedition law ...
Sedition law used against Gandhi, Tilak, what's the need now, asks SC
"My concern is the misuse of law. There is no accountability of executing agencies. I will look into it", said the Chief Justice.
Sedition law colonial , used against Gandhi, Tilak: SC
Section 124A of the Indian Penal Code which criminalises sedition is a provision which was used by the British to quell the voice of Indian freedom fighters like Mahatma Gandhi and Bal Gangadhar Tilak
...
Sedition law was used by British against Mahatma Gandhi, Bal Gangadhar Tilak; now misused with no accountability from govt: Supreme Court
Sedition law states, Whoever, words, either spoken or written, or by signs, or by visible representation, or otherwise, brings or attempts to bring into hatred or contempt, or excites or attempts to ...
Explained: What is Sedition law in India?
The sedition law was meant to suppress the freedom movement and was used by the Britishers to silence Mahatma Gandhi and others, the court noted.
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SC concerned over misuse of 'colonial-era' sedition law, seeks Centre's reply
The sedition law is under trial in the Supreme Court. Meanwhile, Chief Justice of India (CJI) NV Ramana made a scathing remark that if a pa..¦News Track ...
Why sedition law necessary even after 75 years of freedom? SC question from Centre
Attorney-General KK Venugopal, however, defended the validity of the provision but accepted that some guidelines may be needed to curb misuse ...
Colonial-era sedition law misused often, why don't you scrap it, SC asks Centre
On Thursday, July 15, the Supreme Court raised concerns over the grave misuse of colonial-era sedition law ̶ section 124A (sedition) of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) ̶ even after 75 years of achieving ...
Sedition is colonial law, why do we still need it?: SC asks Union govt
The Supreme Court on Thursday questioned the Central government over the requirement of a sedition law even after 75 years of the country independence observ ...
Why is sedition law still required post-independence: SC
The effect of Section 124 A of the Indian Penal Code is that instead of one tree, the entire forest gets cut, the CJI commented, questioning the Centre whether there is any necessity of the provision ...
'Was meant to suppress freedom movement': SC asks Centre why it's not getting rid of sedition law
Supreme Court on Thursday issued a notice to Centre on a plea challenging the validity of the sedition law. Chief Justice NV Ramanna questioned its necessity ...
SC Notifies Centre On Challenge To Sedition Law's Validity; CJI Notes 'alarming Misuse'
Rule meant to suppress the freedom movement and was used by the Britishers to silence Mahatma Gandhi and others, notes CJI NV Ramana ...
SC concerned about 'colonial-era' sedition law, asks why Centre is not repealing it
Concerned over enormous misuse of the colonial era penal law on sedition, the Supreme Court on Thursday asked the Centre why it was not repealing the provision used by the British to
...

silence

Why aren t you repealing British-era sedition law used against Gandhi, SC asks Centre
The SC bench headed by Chief Justice N.V. Ramana questioned, "It is a colonial law used by the British to silence Mahatma Gandhi, Tilak. Still, it is necessary after 75 years of independence?" The ...
Sedition Law: Is Sedition Law still necessary after 75 years of independence?- SC asks centre
The Supreme Court on Thursday questioned the Central government over the requirement of a sedition law even after 75 years of the country's ...
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